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Who Is This Guy?
And what does he know about this stuff?

Co-founder of 4 technology companies.
Professional services - infrastructure - e-commerce - subscription

Technology investor.
5 active technology deals: web and nanotech

Have been around.
Started career on east coast, have investments on west coast, work in Chicago

Have written books.
About something totally different.  But they were books.  Remember those?

Have my own cartoon.
But still can’t make pretty slides.



The Basics
The Black Box

Marketing

CAC

Monetization

ARPU

Your Product
has Q users who cost COGS to service.

The Fundamental Equation:

 (ARPU - CAC - COGS) Q = Profit

Different models optimize different 
variables in this equation.



It’s Totally Free!
Party like it’s 1999!

This is the only time today you’ll see a free lunch.

If you are in business, someone has to pay for something 
sometime.



3 Basic Models
And some other stuff we’ll talk about later.

Ad-Supported

Subscription

E-commerce



Ad Supported
Indirect Payment Method

Ancillary
Higher Q

Lower ARPU
General Content

Marketplace
Lower Q

Higher ARPU
Specialty Content

CPM                           CPC                 Lead Gen             CPA



Ad Supported
CPM-Style Sites
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“Mr. Sutton, why do you rob banks?”
“Because that’s where the money is.”

Many of the largest sites on the 
Internet are ad-supported.  But 

the tail drops off quickly...



Ad Supported
Is advertising dead?

“The rumors of [advertising’s] demise 
are greatly exaggerated.”
- Former technology investor

Some categories are growing...
...so people go where the money is 
even if it means taking on the Big G.

Companies still need ways to promote products.
But you need to push results, not sell impressions.



Ad Supported
CPM-Style Sites: Paradox of scale

This is a hockey stick.  Not a business projection.

Reality is messy and seldom follows a smooth curve.
Ad-supported sites have the lowest cost of entry, but hit barriers quickly.  

To grow beyond that you’ll need capital, expertise and to make advertising 
core to your mission, not just a bolt on.

The only book I’ll 
recommend today.
Including my own.



Subscription
Higher ARPU, Lower Q

Users 125mm 1.4mm

Revenue $100mm $360mm

Profit N/A $40mm

All numbers are estimated based on various media reports.
Neither company releases this data.

But can subscription models get really big?



Subscription
Slower growth, more inelastic

Source: Yahoo Finance

Market Cap:  $2.30bn
Revenue: $1.43bn
Profit: $433mm

Match.com also announced its best November ever in 2009.



Subscription
Ups and downs

Tend to be slower growth than ad-supported

Tend to have higher customer stickiness

Tend to be inelastic due to recessionary (and growth) 
pressures due to recurring revenue model

Tend to have rising CPA until they hit an awareness peak



E-Commerce
Buying stuff online

Traditional model.
Lowest failure rate, often lowest growth rate.

Requires capital for inventory.
What is core competency?



E-Commerce
What is core competency?

A t-shirt company selling online or
an online marketing company selling t-shirts?

A computer company selling online or
an online marketing company selling computers?



E-Commerce
Do what you do best...

Is it technology, supply chain, product?
The most successful e-commerce outfits 

began with one of them.  
Get help where you need it.

supply chain
product

technologymarketing
distribution

Invest in what you know best.



Hybrid
Best of both worlds or compromise that pleases none?

What if I offer my basic product for free, but once people 
get really excited, make them pay for upgrades...

Free to use - pay a subscription for 
introductions, job postings, etc.
Freemium: subscription hybrid.

Play football for free.
Pay to upgrade your players?

Micropayments: e-commerce hybrid.

Tend to have faster growth and lower ARPU than e-commerce or subscription.  
Slower growth and higher ARPU than ad-supported.



Reality is Messy II
Few “pure” models remain.

Subscription
(with some ads)

E-commerce
(with some subscription)

E-commerce
(with some ads)

(oh, and subscriptions)

Ad supported
(with e-commerce)

Stranger than it sounds...

E-commerce sites used to avoid ads since they take you offsite.
Ad supported sites never sold stuff since it “doesn’t scale”.

Subscription sites used to be ad-free since the user already paid a fee to join.

Not anymore.

Any new business will likely dabble in all 3.
Be flexible, but don’t plan to “figure it out later.”



Build-to-Sell
Solve a problem, but leave monetization to the buyer.

Awesome products.    
Amazing purchase prices.
Absolutely free products.

Marginal revenue.

Why can’t I do that?



The Gamble
It’s free.  Really.

You can - but it’s a total gamble.



Build-to-Sell
The risks...

You are living on borrowed time (and money).

When users don’t pay, they aren’t sticky.

Sellers’ markets are very hard to time.

How many buyers do you appeal to?

What if your ideal buyer waits you out?



Liquidity
You’ve built a great business...now what?

Online businesses are typically built for:

IPO
Sell to a larger company

Become a large operating company

You should be thinking early about what makes you 
appealing to a potential buyer.



The Next Frontier
Monetizing information.

Of the top subscription sites...are any of them news?
Does advertising corrupt the news (especially with 

micromedia like blogs)?

Blogs have less good 
cartoons.

Did I mention I have a 
cartoon?



Web 3.0
Is the semantic web the new IPv6?

A brief history of the web...

In the beginning 
there was 
HTML...

Mosaic saw it and 
it was good.

Then there was 
1999...you could buy 
and sell on the web.
Even furniture and 
friends...oh, wait...

In 2000 it crashed.  
Or did it? A new idea... 
The read/write web.  
Let’s call it Web XP.

Nah, how about Web 2.0?

In 2008 it required 
another reboot.

Now people can read 
and write the web.  

What about computers? 
(Didn’t we start there?)

Your next idea 
makes a ton of 

money.
(Projected.)

You are here.

OK - you’re here, too.



Web 3.0
Read/Write Human/Computer

“It’s your language, I’m just trying to use it.”
-Victor Borge

If the next big wave is structured data on the web so that it 
is machine-readable as well as human-readable, how will 

this be monetized?

How many comparison shopping sites do we need?
If the computer can pull down the whole database in 

hours, why pay a subscription?



Did You Notice?
Illinois rocks.

10 of the companies in this presentation
were born or are still in the midwest.



THANK YOU!
Questions? Ask now. Heckling? Email me.

biz@danratner.com
http://twitter.com/ratnerdaniel


